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About This Game

In this super fake and politically inaccurate parody, you and your best friend play as Presidents Trump and Putin in an epic
struggle against the New World Order AI Robot takeover!

Lock Her Up: The Trump Supremacy is a fast paced survival shooter that pits your Presidential nerves against the endless
ambitions of Madame Hillary and the Globalists.

Trump and Putin will take on wave after wave of globalist robots in various locations around the world including the White
House, the Alamo, and Moscow. They'll need to utilize the weapons available to them (handguns, M4, Minigun, and Sniper

Rifle) to deal with hundreds of enemies.

Will they survive each onslaught and finally be able to Lock Her Up?

You don't want to miss this Co-Op experience filled with hilarity, out of context audio clips, and exploding globalist robots!

"10/10 Perfect Presidental Game, No other game like it. " -ColtonDReviews

Online Co-Op

Can we make this game Online Co-Op natively? No.

Can you PLAY this game Online Co-Op? Yes.
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1) Both Players Install
2) Both Players Set Up Account, one hosts & one joins

3) Profit

My brother and I were playing LOCK HER UP online within about 2 minutes of downloading this sweet, sweet free software.

*Keep in mind one of you will need to be using a controller/gamepad! This is true of local co-op too...

*Thanks to PsychoBird on SoundBible for the sweet Eagle sound!
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Title: Lock Her Up: The Trump Supremacy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Three Guys Game Studio
Publisher:
Three Guys Game Studio
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.4Ghz Dual Core

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Non-Integrated

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English
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Very interesting, but feels choppy. Even on a high performance system.. Stylised 90s anime visuals and creative gameplay,
needs polish but the potential is here.. There’s a simplicity about Welkin Road that works in its favor. Set in first-person, The
graphics looks nice, but there isn’t a ton of detail. The sound is mostly ambient wind and your own footsteps. The only things to
focus on are the geometric sections in front of you and how you aren’t going to fall to your death.

From the get go, almost every step of the way each platform is a new way to get from point A to point B. By level 5 I felt like I
was still playing a tutorial despite each level taking me thirty plus minutes each to get through. Some of my stats said I had fallen
100 or more times before reaching the end.

I’m not suggesting that “the game’s no good because I suck.” Far from it. The trouble I had with Welkin Road is that it’s going to
test the patience of a lot of gamers that could really love it.

 In Welkin’s Road, trial and error along with overcoming physics give you a real reward to successes. The game is in early
access, though, and the only way to go from here is up (or down, if you lose your balance). While the game definitely has some
pace issues, and a lot of frustration, if you’re willing to practice and want a new type of platforming experience, players will
definitely want to try Welkin Road.

Full Review at http://www.heypoorplayer.com/2016/04/19/welkin-road-early-access-review/. Very entertaining. Requires
thinking.. This Game is pretty awesome I had never heard of it. I then watched some gameplay and bought it. It has a sick
campaign and a epic multiplayer and its not your call of duty lame style either. It has tacticle moves you need to make to
complete a mission and a staggaring amount of players allowed in a lobby. You can customize your character completely and the
gameplay is polished and very smooth.. I love this series so far!

Only thing I didn't like was leveling the pets.
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I hate to give this a thumbs down but its not worth 12 bucks i heasitated and bought it on sell and i'm glade i did. These type of
games was all i use to play thats why its so sad. The thinking to this game is what bought it down. Here we go, enemies run
behind the scene was an old complaint and they dare do it here that was the first strike, characters are ugly and very unapealing
2. the costumes not even worth a laugh 3. upgrades are not worth it and expensive 4, animation was too little and/or just ok 5 no
reason to go on they should have thought it through. Main stream gamers are the largest community of gaming industry so with
all the unfunny lame goofy stuff they did they missed the biggest money community in gaming. Goofyness rarely do well in
gameing 99 vides should have made it a lot more 18 then anything. Well guess i should mention the combat I guess. The punch
to kick combos are ok but you have to buy them. The enemies get stronger but your character stays the same. You'll find
yourself spaming the same move in later stages just to get through the stage o well 5 out of 10. action fighter fans (beat em up
fans) will be ok with it every one else will hate it. One of the best sims pierod. Very complex so the learning curve is steep, but
once understood it's one of the best sims!. This game taught me valuable lessons on friendship and homicidal clowns. Didn't get
laid tho.

But honestly: This game is a little awkward and partially cringy, but in an entertaining way. I wouldn't recommend buying it
without discount though.. best at it's finest, but if you buy it full price, it doesn't worth it. Know that Ranger doesn't bring
anything new to the gameplay (though I like the idea of a hero scout), but it's still the Elven Legacy you know and love.

So if you enjoyed Elven Legacy and want more, don't hesitate. Especially for the price.

Note that this new campaign is clearly easier than Elven Legacy.. Possibly the greatest game ever played. Everyone needs more
Garshasp: Temple of the Dragon in their lives.. The controller support is so messed up that I can't recommend this. If you're a
keyboard and mouse player, it's fine.. 2016 Game of the year contender. Spent so much time on this game. Love how certain
levels have patterns then suddenly it all changes around. One of the best lil games I've bought this year. Hands down.. I played
this game in VR, and it was a VR game that made me understand what games that just give you presence in a first-person
shooter or RPG lacked. The sound design was amazing and the cues and music reverberrated throughout me. The simple visual
style of bold lines and vibrant colors rendered incredibly well in my first-gen Vive without letting me notice screen-door effects.
By itself, the game is a fun and colorful series of puzzles, but as a VR experience it was simply enchanting to be able to get up
close to these little rooms with creatures or people or objects or singing heads.
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